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Transportation of massive loads using overhead cranes can lead to undesirable load 
swinging. These oscillations have to be damped before other loading operations are 
carried out The project presented in this dissertation focuses on this particular 
problem. The main objective of this research work is to present a new application of 
fuzzy systems to the control of a three-dimensional overhead cranes system. Fixed 
fuzzy system and Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) approaches have 
been used to control their sway and accurate positioning. Simulation results obtained 
show considerable improvement in using the ANFIS based system. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This particular project focuses on a complex system whose dynamics are not very 
well understood and hence control designs are not straightforward. The project deals 
with the control of industrial overhead cranes. The project has the potential of 
bringing many rewards to industries, which are concerned with optimising lifting 
equipment performance. Such a system will allow these industries to save time and 
consequently costs as the volume of loaded and unloaded goods increases. Part of this 
project is to model the system surrounding the crane system and then design a suitable 
algorithm for load anti-sway purposes. 
The objective of this project is to design and implement an intelligent based controller 
that can be used to assist a crane operator in the difficult parts of the operation. The 
designed controller should give the appropriate control signal to the crane system such 
that the time taken to reach the target position is minimised with a zero sway angle at 
the destination. Earlier part of the project consisting of analysing and improving if 
required the existing 3-D mathematical linear and non-linear crane models. Two 
different models have been investigated: one with a constant cable length and the 
other with a variable cable length. 
The implementation of the controller is based on Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC). Two 
types of FLC have been used and compared the Fixed FLC and the FLC based on 
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). Heuristic approaches have been 
used for tuning the Fixed FLC. Data obtained from the Fixed FLC are then used for 
training ANFIS FLC. 
The results prove that it is possible to model an off-line expert fuzzy logic controller 
for an overhead crane. The controller achieved satisfactorily results for a constant and 
a variable rope length with minimal tuning than the fixed fuzzy method. Proposals for 
further work are also briefly discussed. 
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Mx Component of crane mass in X - motion kg 
My Component of crane mass in Y - motion kg 
M, Component of crane mass in Z - motion kg 
Dx Viscous damping coefficient in X - motion kg/s 
Dy Viscous damping coefficient in Y - motion kg/s 
D, Viscous damping coefficient in Z - motion kg/s 
g Acceleration due to earth gravity rn!sz 
X Displacement in X - direction m 
X Velocity in X - direction rn!s 
X Acceleration in X - direction rnls2 
ex Load sway in X - direction radian 
ex Load angular velocity in X - direction rad./s 
ex Load angular acceleration in X - direction rad./s2 
y Displacement in Y - direction m 
y Velocity in Y - direction m/s 
y Acceleration in Y - direction m/s2 
ey Load sway in Y - direction radian 
ey Load angular velocity in Y - direction rad./s 
ey Load angular acceleration in Y - direction rad./s2 
l Displacement in Z - direction m 
l Velocity in Z - direction rn!s 
l Acceleration in Z - direction m/s2 
Fx Applied force in X - direction N 
Fy Applied force in Y - direction N 
Fh Applied force in Z - direction N 
NB Negative big 
NS Negative small 
z Zero 
PS Positive small 
PB Positive big 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Material handling systems are widely used m many places such as shipyards and 
power stations where large and heavy payloads or cargoes are handled. Despite efforts 
to improve and automate the process of loading and unloading, the mode of operation 
continues to be manually intensive and time consuming Accelerating and 
decelerating an overhead crane usually induces swinging of the suspended payload. 
The principal factor in the inefficiency of the operation is at the end of each loading 
operation when the operator attempts to pick up or place the load. The operator during 
the move itself or at the end must kill the sway induced while the load was 
transported. As a result, the time spent waiting for the container to stop swinging and 
fine positioning it at the end of the loading operation increases time spent in loading 
and unloading. 
As a response towards easing the task of crane operators, researchers have carried out 
various techniques over the past decades to achieve an automatic anti-sway crane 
control system. Initially most of the work focused on the use of conventional PID 
controllers but failed due to the non-linear behaviour of the crane system [I] Some 
opted for model-based control, which came up with a fifth-degree differential 
equation to describe the system behaviour [2]. This approach works well in theory but 
failed in practice due to non-linear factors such as wind gust and the payload's weight 
Later more work was carried out towards providing accurate and robust control 
schemes for overhead cranes. Sakawa and Shindo [3] employed optimal control to 
minimise the swing of the suspended payload. Auernig and Trager [ 4] used time 
optimal control with a hoisting effect Limitation to the above design exist when 
considering external disturbances such as wind, length variation of the wire rope and 
weight variation of the load. Moustata et al [5] proposed a non-linear model for load 
sway control of overhead cranes with load hoisting via stability analysis. 
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Fuzzy logic was applied to the overhead crane control by several researchers. 
Yasunobu and Hasegawa [6] applied predictive fuzzy to a shipyard crane control 
problem. Kimiaghalam et al [7] adopted a fuzzy controller for pendulation 
suppression of a shipboard crane. Both papers concentrated on a simple two-
dimensional model, and only motion in one plane was considered. 
Nalley and Trabia [I] used a three-dimensional model to compare a PD controller 
with a fuzzy controller. Their model is a linerised model with the assumption of an 
overhead crane that carries considerably long and massive payloads. Ho [8] has also 
focused on the control of three-dimensional overhead cranes, where the load swing, 
crane motion, and load hoisting are considered all together in the modelling and 
control. He used a decoupled control scheme to control load swing. 
1.2 Thesis overview 
The purpose of this research work is to present a new method for the three-
dimensional overhead crane load anti-sway control based on fuzzy control theory. The 
new mathematical dynamic model for three-dimensional overhead crane will be 
developed for a constant rope length and a variable rope length. Initially a fuzzy logic 
controller (FLC) will be used to control the crane. Later the adaptive neural fuzzy 
inference system (ANFIS) is used and a comparative study relating the two systems 
will be carried out. Previous students in the department, Zissis [9] had designed a FLC 
with constant rope length. Hughes [I 0] then continued with the inclusion of ANFIS 
and was partially successful with the variable rope length and the implementation. 
Although previous works have produced a good dynamical models, we propose to 
reanalysed them to ensure that most dynamics were considered. The co-ordinate 
system used by Ho [8] was adopted for developing the dynamic model of a three-
dimensional overhead crane. 
In Chapter 2, a non-linear dynamic model is derived for a 3-D overhead crane. 
Comparisons with previous works are also shown. In Chapter 3, the simulation of the 
dynamic model is presented. A Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) design is discussed in 
Chapter 4. The ANFIS based controller is discussed in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, a 
discussion of results and comparisons between the fixed and learned fuzzy are 
considered. Finally in Chapter 7, conclusions in relating to this overall study are 
drawn and recommendation for future work are given. 
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CHAPTER 2: MODELING OF AN OVERHEAD CRANE 
2.1 Introduction 
The general co-ordinate system of a 3-Dimensional Overhead Crane and its loads is 
depicted in Figure 2-l. Ho [8], Zissis [9] and Hughes [1 0] used it as the basis for 




Trolley F, YT 
-----. 
X Fy ~ 
'y' 0) 
XT 
Load (x ... , Ym' Zm) mg 
Figure 2.1 Co-ordinate system of a 3-D Overhead Crane 
XYZ is the fixed coordinate system and XTYTZT is the trolley co-ordinate system that 
moves with the trolley. The origin of the trolley co-ordinate system is parallel to the 
counterpart of the fixed co-ordinate system. Y.r is defined along the girder, which is 
not shown in the figure. The trolley moves on the girder in the Y T (traverse) direction 
and the girder and YT axis move in the XT (travel) direction. 8 is the swing angle of 
the load in an arbitrary direction in space and has two components: e, and 8y, where e, 
is the swing angle projected on the XTZT plane and 8y is the swing angle measured 
from the XTZT plane. 
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The position of the load (xm, Ym,zm) in the fixed co-ordinate system is given by: 
x, ~ x ~· I sinOx cosfly 
y, ~ y + I sinOy 
z, - - I cosOx cosfly 




The purpose of this is to control the motion of both the crane and its load. Hence x, y, 
l, Bx, and By are defined as the generalised coordinates to describe the motion. 
2.2 Mathematical model of a 3-D overhead crane 
The equations of motion of the crane system are derived by means of Lagrange's 
equation of motion (Banks, 1986) [II]. In deriving the dynamic model, the load is 
considered as a point mass. The mass and stiffness of the rope are neglected. 
The kinetic energy K of the crane and its load and the potential energy P of the load 
are gtven as: 
I . 2 ., .,) m , K =-(M x +My- +M,I- +-v", 2 x y 2 m (2-4) 
P = mg/(1- cosBx cosO,), (2-5) 
whereM x, MY and M 1 are the x (travelling), y (traversing) and I (hoisting) 
components of the crane mass and the equivalent masses of the rotating parts such as 
motors and their drive trains, respectively. m, g and v"' denote the load mass, the 
gravitational acceleration and the load speed respectively. The load speed v, ts 
obtained as: 
• 2 • 2 . 2 
vm=xm+Ym+zm 
. 2 . 2 . 2 '2 2 2 . 2 2 . 2 
.. vm =x + y +I +I cos B,.Bx +I By 
+ 2(sin ()X cos()) +I cos ()X cos() y(Jx -I sin ()X sin eye y )x 
. . 
+2(sin BJ +I cosB,.By)y (2-6) 
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The Lagrangian Land Rayleigh's dissipation function F are defined as: 
(2-7) 
I . 
F=-(D x2 +D ;,' +D/ 2 ) 2 X yJ f (2-8) 
where Dx, DY and D1 denote the viscous damping coefficients associated with the 
x, y and z motions respectively. 
The equations of motion for X-direction, Y-direction, and Z-direction are obtained by 
using equation (2-7) and (2-8) into Lagrange's equation, equation (2-9): 
. . . (tj =X, ()X, y, ()y ,l) 
(q=x,Bx,y,()y,l) 
(2-9) 
where !, = fx, J, and .fz which are the driving forces for the x, y and z motions 
respectively. 
2.2.1 A model for the X-direction motion 
From equation (2-9), the Lagrange's equation for the X-motion is 
!!__(8L)- 8L + 8F =J· dtax ax ax X 
substituting equation (2-6) into (2-7) and (2-8), yields: 
L = ±(Mxx' +Mvy' + M/) + 1~ [x' + y' + i' +I' cos' B/J: + t'e: 
+ 2(sin ()X cos e,i + l cos e, COS e,e X -I sin ()X sin ()y(J y )x 
+ 2(sin B)+ l cosB,.Bv )j] + mgl( cos()x cos B,. -I) 
thus, 
: = Mxx + mx + m sin ()x cos B)+ ml cosBx cos()y(Jx 
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d laL) . . . . .. 
--- =M x+mx+mcosBxcosBBl-msinB sinBYBl+msinBxcosBl dt ax X y X X y y 
aF =D x 
ax X 
substituting (2-12), (2-13) and (2-14) into (2-10) gives 
:. fx = (Mx + m)x + ml cosBx cosB/Jx - ml sin Bx sin B/JY + mi" sin Bx cosBY 
. . . . '2 
+ Dxx+ 2m/ cosBx cosByBx- 2m/ sin Bx sin BYBY- mlsin Bx cosByBx 
-2m/ cosBx sin BYB/jy - ml sin Bx cos BYe: 
note: aL = 0 
ax 
2.2.2 A model for the angular X-direction motion 
From equation (2-9), the Lagrange's equation for the angular X-motion is 
From (2-11 ), we have: 
OL z 2 • • 
-. = ml cos ByBx + ml cosBx cost! x ae y 
X 
:~ = mi cosBx cosB,x- ml sin Bx cosB,xBx- ml cosBx sin BYxBY 
X 
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+mglsinBx cosBY 
2.2.3 A model for theY-direction motion 
From equation (2-9), the Lagrange's equation for theY-motion is: 
d (DL) DL DF . 
dt ay -ay+ay=f, 
From (2-ll ), we have 
arM. · ·a,· 1 ee· 
- = y+ my+msm +m cos ay y y yy 
d (aL) . . .. . · ., dt ay = MYy +my+ ml cosB,.B,. + ml sin B,. + ml cosBYBY- ml sin BYBY 
+ ml cosB,.B" 
DF -D . 
ay - yY , ar =O cy 
substituting (2-24) and (2-25) into (2-22) gives 
:. JY =(MY +m)y+mlcosB,BY +misinB,. +D,.y+2micosBYBY 
- ml sin e,.e: 
2.2.4 A model for the angular Y-direction motion 
From equation (2-9), the Lagrange's equation for the angular Y-motion is: 
From (2-11 ), we have: 
DL l'B. l . B . B . l B . 
-. = m - - m sm sm Y.X + m cos Yy ae y X 
y 
d [ ar J . . .. . . 
- --. =2mllB +ml 2B -mlsinB sinB x-mlcosB sinBYxBx dt ae y ,. X ,. X 
y 
+ ml sin Bx cosBYxiJY - ml sin Bx sin Bxx + mi cosB,.y 
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. . 
- ml sin Bx cos B,,xB v - ml sin B ,yB .. -mgt cos Bx sin B, 
. . } . . (2-30) 
(2-31) 
substituting (2-29), (2-30) and (2-31) into (2-28) gives 
:. 0 = ml'ey - ml sin Bx sin Byx + ml cosByy + 2mtiey + ml' cosBx sin Byxe; 
(2-32) 
2.2.5 A model for the Z-direction(hoist) motion 
For the hoist motion, l denote the rope length and i denotes the hoist velocity. From 
equation (2-9), the Lagrange's equation for z -motion is: 
From (2-11 ), we have 
aL MI. z· "(} B. "(}· ai = I +m +msm X cos yx+msm rY 
DF =Di 
az I 
substituting (2-35), (2-36) and (2-37) into (2-33) gives 
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2.3 A non-linear dynamic model of a 3-D overhead crane 
In this section two cases of modelling realting to the three-dimensional overhead 
crane system are considered and analysed based upon the different assumptions made 
about the crane parameters. The two cases are the non-linear dynamic model with a 
constant rope length and the non-linear dynamic model with a variable rope length. 
2.3.1 A non-linear dynamic model with a constant rope length 
This is based on the non-linear dynamic model. This is the case where the length of 
the rope l for the hoisting motion is assumed to be constant. Based on a constant rope 
length, this will lead to the velocity 0) and the acceleration o·) of the hoist being both 
zero. 
Thus l = constant l=l=O 
Therefore, the equation of motions from section 2.1 is reduced as follows: 
o For the X-direction 
(2-15)=> :. fx =(Mx +m)x+mlcosex cose/)x -m/sinexsine/)y +D>: 
-mlsinBxcosB/J; -2mlcosexsine/J/JY -mlsinexcosBYB: (2-39) 
(2- 21) => :. 0 = m/ 2 cos' e/jx + ml cos ex coseyx- 2ml 2 sine,. coseyiJxiJy 
+ mgl sin ex case,. 
o For theY-direction: 
(2- 26) => :. /y = (M, + m)ji + ml cose,(J,. + D,y- ml sin eyiJ,' 
(2- 32) => :. 0 = ml'B,. - ml sin ex sin e,.x + ml cose,.ji + ml 2 cos ex sin eyxiJ,_" 
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• For the Z-direction 
(2- 32) => :. J; = m sin ex cosBxx + m sin B,.j- ml cos' ex&; - mliJ~ 
- mg cos8x cos8x + mg 
Finally, expanding equations (2-39)-(2-43) leads to the followings 





f + mg sin 8 - D y· (2-4J)=>.Y=·Y > x 
M, 





ijy =[My sin ex sin ey u~ -D>: + mgsin ex cosBY)- M X cosBY (f,. - Dyy + mgsin By) 
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2.3.2 A non-linear dynamic model with a variable rope length 
This is based on the non-linear dynamic model. This is the case where the length of 
the rope I for the hoisting motion will be varied. Therefore, the equation of motions 
from section 2.1 remain the same. 
Finally expanding equation (2-15), (2-21), (2-26), (2-32) and (2-38) leads to the 
followings equations 
(2 _ 15) =:> x = j~-Dxx +sin (}x cosBY(M/ +D)+ mg + JJ 
Mx 
(2-21)=:> 
ijx = [ cosBX(- fx + Dxx- mg sin (}X case, (M,i +D)+ mg + fl )) 
+ Mx( -2 cose)iJx + 21 sin ByiJxiJy - g sin Bx)l/ 
j[M) cosBY] 
.. . 
I. -sin (} (I' - M I - D 1- mv)- D 1; (2- 26) =:> y = , y y , I I I b ,._, 
M, 
(2-32)=:> 
BY = [M, sin (}x sin (}Y Ux - Dxx +sin (}x cos(}, (M,i +D)+ mg + / 1 )) 
-Mx cosBYU;- sin e,u; -M/- D) -mg) -Dyy) -MxMy(2iJ) 
+ l sin (}y cose,e: + g CQS (}X sin (}y )]/ 
/[MN/l 
(2- 38) =:> 
l = [MxMy(J; +mlcos' ()YiJ; +mliJ,; -D) +mgcos(}x cosBY -mg) 
- MYmsin (}x cos(}y(jx +sin (}x cosBY(ft + D/ + mg)- Dxx) 
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2.3.3 Comparison with previously derived models 
The followings are changes made to the previously derived models: 
l. For Bx equation: 
The correct model should have" -mgsinBx cosBx cosBY" instead of plus(+) 
the term. 
2. For IJ,. motion: 
The term' My sin Bx sin By(mgsin Bx cosBJ' is added to the numerator 
- 12-
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CHAPTER3: =SI=M=U=L=A=T=I=O~N--~O=F~~T=H=E ___ C=R=A=N~E 
DYNAMIC MODEL 
3.1 Simulation parameters 
In this study, the load is considered as a point mass. The mass and stiffness of the 
rope are also neglected. It is also assumed that the payload does not twist during the 
motion. The crane is assumed to be rigid and the overhead trolley runs on friction-free 
rails, with the payload suspended on an inextensible rope. 
The simulations of the crane dynamic model are carried out usmg MATLAB-
Simulink (ver. 5.3) software [12]. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with 
sampling interval of 0.2 seconds is used to simulate the non-linear differential 
equations. The crane model maximum accelerations and velocities are 2 m/s2 and 0.5 
m/s for travelling, 1.5 m/s2 and 0.3 m/s for traversing, and 03 m/s2 and OJ m/s for 
load hoisting. The hoist minimum length is 0.5 meter. The simulations of the 
mathematical model obtained in Chapter 2 are implemented with the following 
dynamic parameters: 
• Load mass, m =I 00 kg. 
• Rope length, I= I m. ( for constant rope length ) 
• Acceleration due to gravity, g =9 81 m/s2 
• The x (travelling) component of the crane mass, Mx =1440 kg. 
• The viscous damping coefficient associated with the X-motion, Dx =480 kg/s. 
• They (travelling) component of the crane mass, M.v=l!O kg. 
• The viscous damping coefficient associated with the Y -motion, D Y =40 kg/s. 
• The z (hoisting) component of the crane mass, M 1=110 kg. 
• The viscous damping coefficient associated with the Z-motion, D, = 15 kg/s. 
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3.2 Simulation for a constant rope length 
3.2.1 The MATLAB-Simulink model 
Equations (2-44)-(2-47) are used to construct the block diagram of the three-
dimensional overhead crane system as shown in Figure 3-1. 
:x dot Mux D 
Fx vs T 
disp. X 
Mux 
Force Input (Fx) 
theta xdot 
Step X-Dir Motor 
Gain 
theta x 
Rad. to Deg.1 
y dot 
Fy vs T. 
theta x,y vs T. disp_ y 
Force Input (fy) 
Step1 Y-Dir Motor theta ydot 
Gain1 
theta y 
Overhead Crane system Rad. to Deg.3 
Figure 3-l: Block diagram for the open loop impulse response as implemented in 
MATLAB-Simulink. 
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Sat. 2 
m. I f(u) I 
ydot1~ aJ I I Eq. (46) 
Sat. 
~ ~Sat 3 
rT'l. I f(u) I. t:LJ~ I I 
y dot 
Eq. (44) 
~ x dot 
djsp X 
Sat. 1 
-----6 y .rT'l disp. y t:LJ l1/sj x dot1 X 
1 ~ 
Force Input (1"-x) . Mux 
QY • 
coree Input (cy) 
• 
ri3 . rl3 J 1/,l Mux ey 
thetay~ ex dot ex 






Figure 3-2 Details of the subsystem (Overhead Crane System) ofFigure 3-L 
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3.2.2 Open loop impulse response analysis 
The followings impulse signals have been applied: 
• f, = 1000 N with a 1 second duration. 
• f, = 120 N with a 1 second duration. 
The open loop impulse responses for a constant rope length are shown in Figure 3-
3(a), 3-3(b), 3-3(c) and 3-3(d). Based on these responses the model is stable. 
(a) (b) 
4 0.6--- - [JJI ! 






- 0.2 E <J) ~ 
0 -<ll 
1 > 0 X 
y I I 
I 0' - -------'-------- _____ j 
-0.2 
0 50 100 0 50 100 
1ime(sec.) 1ime(sec.) 
(c) (d) 
10 -- -,----------- -- 40 
---
1- -~ I X ~ 
~ 
5 y u 20 Ol <ll 
<ll <J) 
E -Ol 
Ol 0 <ll 0 c E ro 
>. 91 ro ;;: 
-5 0,-20 (f) c 
<{ 
-10 -40 -------
0 50 100 0 50 100 
1ime(sec.) 1ime(sec.) 
Figure 3-3: Open loop impulse responses for a constant rope length: (a) cross 
beam/trolley position displacement, (b) cross beam/trolley velocity, (c) 
sway angle, and (d) angular velocity. 
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3.3 Simulation for a variable rope length 
3.3.1 The MATLAB-Simulink model 
Equations (2-48)-(2-50) are used to used to construct the block diagram of the three-
dimensional overhead crane system as shown in Figure 3-4. 
x dot 
d1sp x f---------, 
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disp y f---------+-_j 
thetaydot R2Df----f-_J 
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Figure 3-5: Details relating to the subsystem (Overhead Crane System) of Figure 3-4. 
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3.3.2 Open loop impulse response analysis 
The followings impulse signals have been applied: 
• f x = 1000 N with a 1 second duration. 
• JY = 120 N with a 1 second duration. 
• fh = 100 N with a 1 second duration. 
For the simulation, the minimum rope length is 0.5m and the maximum rope length is 
15m. The open loop impulse response for a variable rope length is shown in figure 3-
6(a), 3-6(b), 3-6(c) and 3-6(d). 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 3-6: Open loop impulse responses for a variable rope length: (a) cross 
beam/trolley position displacement, (b) cross beam/trolley velocity, (c) 
sway angle, and (d) angular velocity. 
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3.2 Discussion 
The simulated open loop impulse tests showed that the model inherit a damped 
oscillation behaviour. In term of final displacement in x, y and z directions, it very 
much depends on the force exerted on the system. In terms of load sway, it is 
maximum immediately after the impulse input and gradually decrease subsequently. 
Figure 3-3 and 3-6, exhibit that without any feedback controller, the time taken to stop 
the sway was rather long. These might vary depending on external factors such as 
wind gust and air resistance. This also exhibits a natural behaviour that is similar to 
the behaviour of a freely moving pendulum with an initial impulse excitation. 
The model is not linearised so that we can observe the effects of non-linear 
components. As such the sway angle is not assumed to be small as performed by Ho 
et al [8]. Thus, the model does not impose any restriction to the sway angle. That is 
the model reflects as closely as possible the real scenario of what happens in dockyard 
and warehouses. For both models (constant and variable rope length) the interactive 
factors between fo /, and fh are not considered. Therefore, the models are 
considered to be of a distributed multiple-inputs/single-output (MISO) type. 
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CHAPTER 4: FUZZY LOGIC BASED ANTI-SWAY 
CONTROL DESIGN 
4.1 Introduction to Fuzzy Logic Theory 
Fuzzy logic is a generalisation of classical logic, in which there is a smooth transition 
from true to false In addition to symbolic manipulation, it uses numerical 
computation to facilitate approximate reasoning. The basics of fuzzy logic are derived 
from the fuzzy set theory. A fuzzy set A in X is characterised by a membership 
function (MF) f.1 A (x), which associates a real number with each element in X in the 
interval [0, I] (with the value of f.1 A (x) representing the grade of membership of x in 
A). That is, the fuzzy set A on a universe of discourse X is defined as [13] 
A= {(x,f.lA(x)): x EX) (4-1) 
The MF is a curve that maps each element to its membership value between 0 and I. 
Types of MF's include triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, generalised bell, S-shaped 
and the sigmoidal functions 
A fuzzy model may basically fall into two categories. One is the linguistic model that 
are based on the collection of if-then rules with vague predicates and that use a fuzzy 
reasoning such as Mamdani's model. The form of this model for a dual-input-single-
output system is [ 14] 
if x is A and y is B, then z is C (4-2) 
where A , B , and Care fuzzy sets of the universe of discourse X, Y, and Z , 
respectively. 
On the other hand , Sugeno's model is characterised with a functional type 
conclusion. It has the form for a dual-input-single-output system, i.e. 
if x is A and y is B , then z = f ( x, y) ( 4-3) 
where A , B, and Care fuzzy sets of the universe of discourse X, Y, and Z, 
respectively. xand y are values of the input variables. A first order Sugeno's model 
has the form 
if x is A and y is B, then z = px + qy + r (4-4) 
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In the case of the two-dimensional overhead crane, there are two outputs to be 
controlled. These are the position of the crane head and the sway angle of the load. 
There is only one input available, which is the force applied to move the trolley. 
For the case of the three-dimensional overhead crane with constant rope length, there 
are four outputs to be controlled. These are the position of the crossbeam (x-motion), 
the position of the crane head (y-motion), the sway angle in x-direction and the sway 
angle in the y-direction. There are two inputs available, which are the forces applied 
( fx) to move the crossbeam and the force applied ( f~ ) to move the trolley. 
For the case of the three-dimensional overhead crane with a variable rope length, 
similar inputs and outputs as a constant rope length are required. However two 
additional inputs and one output are required for a varying rope length. These are the 
final length of the rope, the velocity of hoist and the force applied to move the hoist. 
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4.2 Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) architecture 
A fuzzy logic control system can be configured as shown in the block diagram of 
Figure 4-l. Basically, a fuzzy controller can be divided into 4 stages: fuzzification, 
fuzzy inference system, fuzzy rule base and defuzzification [15]. 
Fuzzy Logic Controller 
Knowledge 
Base 








& State Signal 
Overhead 
~ 
Position, angle Crane Applied force 
(real time) (real time) 
Figure 4-1 Block diagram of the crane fuzzy controller 
A fuzzy logic controller would normally take the reading of the error (e) and the rate 
of change of error (L'le) as the inputs and the change in the control input (11u) signal 
as its output as shown in Figure 4-2. A fuzzifier then transform the crisp value of (e) 
and (11e) into corresponding fuzzy values. From the knowledge or rule base, the fuzzy 
values of(e) and (/1e) determine which particular rule or rules are to be fired through 
an inferencing algorithm. Several values of (11u)will then be obtained and a 
defuzzification mechanism will then transform these values into one crisp value. The 
actual control signal is obtained by adding (flu) to the past value of u which is sent to 
the plant 
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Inference 
Sensor Control 




"' e -~ u
..;::: u IF X, isPBAND x isNB ·;::; ..;::: 
N }=+ ·;::; L'le N ...:: 
;:l THEN fx is PB 
" f.I, Q 
Figure 4-2 Signals flowing in and out of a fuzzy controller 
The four stages are descibed as follows: 
• Fuzzification is the process which it converts an observed input signal into a 
fuzzy represented value. 
• Fuzzy rule base: is a set of if-then rules, which represent the knowledge about 
the process under investigation. The information includes the meaning of the 
linguistic values of the membership functions of the process state and the 
control output variables. 
• Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is the process of the formulating the mapping 
from a given input to an output. There are two basic approaches corresponding 
to inference: compositional rule based inference and individual rule base 
inference. 
• Defuzzification: is a mapping from a space of fuzzy control actions defined 
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4.3 Overhead crane control strategy 
4.3.1 Design procedures for an overhead crane 
Procedures as outline in Figure 4-3 are followed in designing the overhead crane 
control strategy. 
Design planning 
- identify process input & output variables 
- determine the number offuzzy partitions 
- choose types of MF s 
. 
- derive the fuzzy control rules bases 
- define inference engine 
- choose defuzzification method 
l 
Parameters tuning FLC Ol!eratio II 
- mapping ofMFs 
- fuzzification 
- fuzzy inference rules 
- fuzzy inference 
- scaling factors 
- defuzzification 
l 
Simulation & testing 
l 
NO 
OK <S> l YES 
~ 
Figure 4-3 Design procedure for an overhead crane. 
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4.3.2 FLC linguistic control strategy 
The following points describe the linguistic control strategy obtained from the 
analysis of an expert human operatos's action. 
• Pick up the container and start moving the crane head with a medium power. 
• Adjust and increase the motor force while observing the load sway. The load 
shall be just behind the crane head. 
• Reduce the motor force when about to reach target The load shall be slightly 
ahead of the crane head. 
• Increase or decrease the motor force to adjust to final position. 
• When the load is at target position and the load sway is zero stop the motor. 
4.3.3 FLC design 
In the case of a constant rope length, four inputs are required for each X and Y 
directions. The four inputs are -
I) Cross beam and crane head displacement, x(t), y(t) 
2) Cross beam and crane head velocity, x(t), y(t) 
3) Load sway angle, Bx(t),By(t) 
4) Load sway angle velocity, Bx(t),BY(t) 
The outputs are -
I) Applied force in the X-direction, f~ 
2) Applied force in theY -direction, /,. 
For the case of a variable rope length, apart from the inputs and outputs defined in a 
constant rope length, the following additional inputs and output are required:-
!) Rope length, /(t) 
2) Rope length velocity, /(t) 
3) Applied force in the Z-direction, f~ 
For both cases of the constant rope length and the variable rope length, each input and 
output signal is mapped into five MFs of a Gaussian-type labelled as Negative Big 
(NB), Negative Small (NS), Zero (Z), Positve Big (PB) and Positive Small (PS). The 
span of each MF is determined arbitrarily and they are fine tuned later to improve the 
controller performance. 
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Zissis [9] had simulated an FLC with two, three and four inputs. The three input FLC 
is found to be the best configuration based on the fastest time reaching target position 
and the least sway angle experienced by the load. Thus, in this the project the three 
input FLC was chosen. The type of controller used for this system was of a Mamdani-
type rather than of a Sugeno-type. 
4.3.3.1 The case of a constant rope length 
The input signals to the FLC for the X-direction are x,, x and ()x. This controller is a 
combination of 25 rules for position control based upon the input signals x, and ;i:, 
and 5 rules for the anti-sway control based upon the input signals x, and Ox. The 
membership functions of the inputs and their fuzzy rule bases are tuned to give the 
desired closed-loop response. The rule bases are shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2 and the 
Simulink model is shown in Figure 4-4 . Similar rule bases are adopted for the Y-
direction using y'' y and e,. 
Displacement Error x, 
NB NS z PS PB 
NB NB PS PB PB PB 
Crane Head NS NB z PS PS PB 
Velocity z NB NS z PS PB 
X PS NB NS NS z PB 
PB NB NB NB NS PB 












Angular NS NS 
Velocity z z 
ex PS PS 
PB PB 






d1sp y ~-----------t+1fr 
theta y dot 
theta y 
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theta xdot Factor 
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Simulink model for the constant rope length crane control system 
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4.3.3.2 The case of a variable rope length 
All controller design parameters are similar to the constant rope length case with the 
additional parameters for hoist control. The input signals to the FLC for the Z-
direction are /,and i. This controller is a combination of 25 rules for position control 
based upon the input signals /"and i. The membership functions of the inputs and the 
corresponding fuzzy rule bases are tuned to give the desired closed-loop response. 
Please refer to Appendix for gain factor for various set points. The rule-base is shown 
in Table 4-3, and the Simulink model is shown in Figure 4-3. 
Rope Length Error l, 
NB NS z PS PB 
NB NB PS PB PB PB 
Hoisting NS NB z PS PS PB 
Velocity z NB NS z PS PB 
I PS NB NS NS z PB 
PB NB NB NB NS PB 
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4.4 Controller response 
4.4.1 The case of a constant rope length 
The closed loop responses for the controller for the X-target distance of lOrn and Y-
target distance of 5m are shown in Figure 4-4, Figure 4-6(a), (b), (c) and (d). Figure 4-
5 show the applied force command versus the displacement error (depicted as xe) and 
the angular sway velocity (depicted as thxdot) output surface. The output surface 
show the non-linear relationship between the inputs and output. A conventional PID 
does not have this capability. 
Figure 4-4: 
Figure 4-5: 
Controller response for X=10m & Y=5m 
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Figure 4-6 show that initially the controller exerts maximum force to move the load to 
the target position. Subsequently it reduces the applied force and reverse the applied 
force to control the load sway. For both directions the load swing disappears at 35 
seconds . Thus, the operator would be able to unload the cargo in less than I minute. 
The details relating to the Block Diagarm and the MFs are shown in Appendix A 
(Figure A-1 and A-2). 
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Closed loop responses for a constant rope length crane control system: 
(a) cross beam & trolley velocity, (b) sway angle, (c) angular velocity 
and (d) applied force to crane system. 
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4.4.2 The case of a variable rope length 
The closed loop responses for the controller for x-target distance of lOrn, y-target 
distance of 5m and !-target distance of 5m are shown in Figure 4-7, Figure 4-9(a), 
(b), (c) and (d). Figure 4-8 show the applied force command versus the rope length 
error (depicted as L~) and the hoisting velocity (depicted as Ldot) output surface. 
The output surface also show the non-linear relahonship between the inputs and 
output. The output surface for the controller in X and Y -motions are the same as the 
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Figure 4-9 show that initially the controller exerts maximum force to move the load to 
the target position. Subsequently it reduces the applied force and reverse the applied 
force to control the load sway. For both directions the load swing disappears at 35 
seconds . The hoisting (rope length) control is however independent of the load swing 
and crane motion. Similar to the constant rope length case, the operator would be able 
to unload the cargo in less than I minute. The details relating to the Block Diagram 
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4.5 Discussion 
4.5.1 The case of a constant rope length 
Figure 4-4 shows that the designed controller achieved the steady state position (r,) 
in 26 seconds for x-direction and 34 seconds for y-direction. As expected, initially the 
controller applied a large positive force to move the load and reversed the force 
applied as it was about to reach the target position. Figure 4-6 shows that sway angle 
reached a minimum sway after 25 seconds for the X-direction and 10 seconds for the 
Y -direction. Along the X-direction, it required more time due to larger force applied 
and bigger weight of cross beam. 
4.5.2 The case of a variable rope length 
Figure 4-7 and 4-9 show the response for the variable rope length. It also produced 
similar result to the constant rope length. For the hoisting (rope length) controller, it 
reached the target position in 10 seconds. Comparing Figure 4-6 and 4-9, varying rope 
length does not effect the performance of the crane motion control and the anti-sway 
control. 
Generally the performance of the controllers are very satisfactorily as it managed to 
get to the target position and control the sway in less than 0.5 minutes. This enable the 
operator to effectively control the load sway in less than I minute. Figures 4-5 and 4-8 
depict the non-linear relationship between the inputs and the outputs. The Gaussian 
MFs generate a smoother control surface and facilitates the implementation of FLC 
for the crane system. However, the performances of the controller are improved by 
adjusting the gain inputs factor and changing the rule bases. Here, the parameters are 
tuned by trial and error which are very time consuming. Thus, a better system is 
required. This will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 5: ADAPTIVE NEURO FUZZY INFERENCE 
SYSTEM (ANFIS) 
5.1 Introduction of ANFIS 
Neural networks (NN) and fuzzy systems are widely used for modelling non-linear 
systems. The approximation capability of NN, such as multilayer perceptrons, radial 
basis function networks, or dynamic recurrent NN has been investigated by many 
authors [ 16]. The neuro fuzzy (NF) tool refers to the way of applying learning 
techniques offered by NN's for parameter identification of fuzzy models. 
The acronym ANFIS derives its name from adaptive neuro jiiZzy iliferem:e .1ystem. In 
MATLAB, the ANFIS editor graphic user interface is available in Fuzzy Logic 
Toolbox [19]. Using a given input/output data set, the toolbox constructs a fuzzy 
inference system (FIS) whose membership function parameters are adjusted using 
either a backpropagation algorithm alone, or in a combination with a least squares 
type of method. This allows your fuzzy systems to learn from the data they are 
modelling. 
For backpropagation based NF approach, it includes the Sugeno' s model with the 
following format 
R,: if Displacement error is x,1 and Crane head velocity is x,, 
then Applied force .f~ = p,x,1 + q,x, + r, 
where i = (1, n * m) refers to the rule number, 
j = (1, n) refers to the Displacement Error terms in the x, fuzzy set, 
n, 111 refers to the number of terms generated, 
k = (l,m) refers to the Crane Head Velocity terms in the x, fuzzy set, 
p,, q,r, is the i th consequent (Applied Force) parameters. 
(5-1) 
For a clustering based approached, using Sugeno's model as gtven by (4-3), a 
clustering-based stand alone predictive model is built [ 16]. The subtractive clustering 
algorithm will partition the input space and provides cluster centers which form the 
rules for the controller. The rules generated will have the form 
R,: if Displacement Error is x, and Crane Head Velocity is x,, 
then Applied Force fx = p,x, + q,x, + r, (5-2) 
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where i = (1, n) refers to the i th rule which relates the i th Displacement Error and 
Crane Head Velocity, 
11 refers to the number of rules generated, 
p,,q,r, is the ith consequent (Applied Force) parameters. 
In the ANFIS Editor, fuzzy inference is generated using two partition methods, which 
are grid partitioning, and subtractive clustering. For grid partitioning, it use Fuzzy C-
means clustering (FCM) data clustering technique. FCM is a data clustering algorithm 
in which each data point belongs to a cluster to a degree specified by a membership 
grade. Jim Bezdek originally introduced this technique in 1981 [20]. 
Subtractive clustering is proposed by Chiu [21], in which data points (not grid points) 
are considered as the candidates for cluster centres. By using this method, the 
computation is simply proportional to the number of data points and independent of 
the dimension of the problem under consideration [ 17]. It is a fits!, one-pass algorithm 
for estimating the number of clusters and the cluster centres in a set of data. 
After generating fuzzy inference, the generated information describing the model's 
structure and parameters of both the input and output variables were passed to ANFIS 
training phase. This information will be fine tuned by applying the hybrid learning or 
the backpropagation schemes. The generated model was of a first-order Sugeno's 
form and the generated rules in the form as described in (5-1) and (5-2). After this 
stage, the MFs will be adjusted to optimise the controller action 
There are different ways of combining fuzzy logic systems and neural networks. This 
can be noted in various literature of engineering applications Since the objective of 
the project is to use the available algorithms in the ANFIS toolbox, other neuro fuzzy 
system will not be discussed in this project work. 
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5.2 ANFIS architecture 
In describing ANFIS architecture, for simplicity, we assume that the fuzzy inference 
system under consideration has two inputs x and y and one output f. For a first-
order Sugeno fuzzy model a common rule set with two fuzzy if-then rules, is the 
following [ 17] 
Rule l: If x is A1 and y is B1 , then J; = ]J1 + q1 + T1 , 
Rule 2 If x is A, and y is B, , then /, = p, + q, + r 
f 1 = p1x + q1)· + r1 
(5-3) 
f = WJI +W,f, 
. ~ +W, 
=~!; +W,f, 
X 
Figure 5-l: A two-input first-order Sugeno fuzzy model with two rules. 
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The ANFIS architecture can be describe as follows [ 14] 
( Note that 0/ denotes the output of the i th node in layer j . ) 
o Layer I: 
Each node in this layer generates membership grades of a linguistic label. For 
instance, the node function of i th node might be 
-(x- c/ 
0 1 = f1 (x) = e '"' I AI (5-4) 
where x is the input node i; A, is the linguistic label (small, big, etc.) 
associated with this node; and { u, c } is the parameter set that changes the 
the shape of the gaussian membership function. The parameter in this layer 
will be refered as premise parameter. 
o Layer 2 
Each node m the layer calculates the firing strength of each rule vta 
multiplication 
0,2 = W, = f1 Ai (X) X f1 I!> (y) , i = 1, 2 (5-5) 
o Layer 3 
The i th node in this layer calculates the ratio of the i th rule's firing strength 
to the sum of all rules firing strength. 
\V ()3 =iii = ~--'-' ~ 
' ' 
i = I, 2 
o Layer 4: 
Node i in this layer has the following node function: 
0 4 = W [,. = W (Ji X+ {j y + r) I I• I 1 I I 1 
(5-6) 
(5-7) 
where w, is the output of layer 3 and { p,, q,, r, } is the parameter set. The 
parameter in this layer will be refered as the consequent parameters. 
o Layer 5 
The single node in this layer computes the overall output as the summation of 
all incoming signals. 
0,' = overall output (5-8) 
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The hybrid learning algorithm of ANFIS consist of two alternating parts as follows 
[14] 
I) Backpropagation/gradient descent, which calculate error signals (defined as 
the derivatives of the squared error with respect to each node output) 
recursively from the output layer backward to the input nodes. 
2) The Recursive Least-square Estimation method, which find a feasible set of 
consequent parameters. 
For given fixed values of premise parameters, the overall output f can be expressed 
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5.3 ANFIS training procedure 
The procedures, outline in Figure 5-l, are followed m carrymg out the ANFIS 
controller training for the overhead crane. 
Gathering data plan 
Identify the process inputs & output variables. 
Determine the number of data samples. 
Choose the numerical method types. 
Choose the set -point for the relevant directions. 





Load the fuzzy inference system & mn. 
Check the simulation results. 
Store the relevant data in workspace. 
~'-----------~~----------~ 
- Load checking data 
- Compare error factor & trend. 
- Check for overfitting 
- Choose the appropriate epochs. 
- Analyse the control surface 
NO 
OK 
Figure 5-l: Training procedures for ANFIS. 
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Load the data to the ANFIS 
Editor 
Generate FIS 
1. Grid partitioning 
n. Subtractive clustering 
Choose the optimisation method. 
Choose the number of epochs for 
learning. 
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5.4 ANFIS controller design 
In the case of a constant rope length, three inputs are required for each X and Y 
directions. The three inputs are -
1) Cross beam & crane head displacement, x(l), y(t) 
2) Cross beam & crane head velocity, x(t), y(t) 
3) Load sway angle velocity, Bx(t),By(t) 
The outputs are -
I) Applied force in the X-direction, ./~ 
2) Applied force in the Y -direction, f,. 
For the case of a variable rope length, apart from the inputs and outputs defined in the 
constant rope length case, the following additional inputs and output are required:-
I) Rope length, l (t) 
2) Rope length velocity, i(t) 
3) Applied force in the Z-direction, .1;, 
5.4.1 The case of a constant rope length 
The input signals to the ANFIS controller for the X-direction are x,, x and Bx. The 
ANFIS controller parameters generated by the ANFIS Editor, based on three inputs 
and 2500 training data points, are as follows 
1) Number of nodes 78 
2) Number of linear parameters : 108 
3) Number of nonlinear parameters : 18 
4) Total number of parameters : 126 
5) Number of fuzzy rules : 27 
Similar parameters are generated for the Y -direction using y,, y and BY and 2500 
training data points. The Simulink model used is shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3. 
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Figure 5-2 Simulink model for the constant rope length crane control system 
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Figure 5-3 Details relating to the subsystem (Control System) Figure 5-2. 
5.4.2 The case of a variable rope length 
The input signals to the ANFIS controller for the X-direction are x,, x and Bx. The 
ANFIS controller parameters generated by the ANFIS Editor, based on three inputs 
and 2500 training data points, are as follows 
I) Number of nodes : 78 
2) Number of linear parameters : 108 
3) Number of nonlinear parameters : 18 
4) Total number of parameters 126 
5) Number of fuzzy rules 27 
Similar parameters are generated for the Y-direction using y,, y and BY and 2500 
training data points 
The input signals to the ANFIS controller for the Z-direction are /,and I. The ANFIS 
controller parameters generated by the ANFIS Editor, based on three inputs and 2500 
training data points, are as follows 
I) Number of nodes : 35 
2) Number of linear parameters : 27 
3) Number of nonlinear parameters 12 
4) Total number of parameters 39 
5) Number of fuzzy rules :9 
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The Simulink model used is shown in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 
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Figure 5-4 Simulink model for the variable rope length crane control system 
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The Simulink model used is shown in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 
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Figure 5-4: Simulink model for the variable rope length crane control system 
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5.5 The ANFIS training phase 
5.5.1 Training data & checking data generations 
The various strategies used for generating the data relied on the following points: 
1) Single set point (SSP) data input i.e., +!Om, +5m, +2m, +1m, -lm,-
2m, -5m, and -lOrn. 
2) Multiple set points (MSP) data input. 
For Figure 5-6, the following set points is predetermined randomly: 
X-m o ti on : -1 0 ---c> 2 ---c> 4 ---c> -4 ---c> -9 ---c> I ---c> 9 ---c> 7 ---c> 6 
Y-motion : 5 ---c> -3 ---c> -5 ---c> 0 ---c> 4 ---c> I ---c> -4 ---c> 4 ---c> 5 
Initial trial runs showed that MSP gave a better data distribution pattern for training. 
Figure 5-6 shows the simulation data selected for training ANFIS. The set points for 
X and Y were varied randomly. Note that at each set point change, the fixed fuzzy 
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Figure 5-6: ANFIS training data generated using multiple setpoints (MSP). 
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Figures 5-7(a), (b) and (c) show the characteristic of the generated data in terms of 
sway angle along X and Y, the applied force ( f,) and the applied force ( fr ). 
Figure 5-7: Data used to train ANFIS for the constant rope length controller case: 
(a) sway angle, (b) applied force in X-motion and (c) applied force in 
Y-motion. 
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5.5.2 Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) generation 
There are two methods available in ANFIS Editor to generate the FIS, they are 
1) Grid partitioning. 
2) Subtractive clustering. 
By default the first method is selected. If the first method does not give a satisfactorily 
result, FIS will be generated using the second method. 
The following parameters are selected before generating the FIS. 
1) Number ofMFs 3 for each input 
2) 
3) 
Input MFs type 
Output MFs type 
5.5.3 FIS training 
Gaussian 
Linear 
There are two optimisation methods available in the ANFIS Editor to train the FIS, 
they are: 
l) Training through backpropagation 
2) Hybrid training. (Mixed least square and backpropagation) 
The hybrid optimisation method is selected over the backpropagation as it is reported 
to produce a better performance. Initially, a high number of epochs (i.e. 50) is 
selected. This number will be adjusted according to the performances obtained. 
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5.5.4 FIS output surface 
The FIS output surface for the controller generated using grid partitioning for the X-
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Surfaces views for the controller: (a) For the X-motion, (b) For theY-
motion by grid partitioning 
As the generated output surface for Y has many distorted corners, compared to the 
surface obtained with the fixed fuzzy system, the subtractive clustering method is 
used instead in the hope of improving such a surface. Figure 5-9 shows the new 
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Figure 5-9: Surface view for theY-motion controller using subtractive clustering. 
(Note: 3 fuzzy rules are generated in this case) 
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5.6 The ANFIS controller responses 
5.6.1 Case 1: ( FIS: grid partitioning and training: hybrid ) 
The closed loop responses for the controller for the X-target and the Y-target are 
shown in Figures 5-10 and 5-11. The details relating to the Block Diagram and MFs 
are shown in Appendix B. 
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tl 
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Figure 5-11 Closed loop response for the Y-direction usmg ANFIS with grid 
partitioning. 
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5.6.2 Case 2: ( FIS: subtractive clustering and training: hybrid) 
The closed loop responses for the controller for the Y -motion is shown in Figure 5-12. 
The details relating to Block Diagram and MFs are shown in Appendix C. 
Note: For the X-motion, subtractive clustering generated l rule only which is not 
sufficient. 
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Figure 5-12: Closed loop responses for the Y -direction usmg ANFIS with 
subtractive clustering. 
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5.6.3 Controller responses: ( X = lOrn, Y = Sm ) 
Figures 5-13(a), (b) and (c) show the characteristic of the sway angle of X & Y, the 
applied force (f,) and the applied force ( f, ) by using grid partitioning for the X-
motion controller and subtractive clustering for the Y -motion controller. 
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Figure 5-13: Responses relating to the ANFIS trained constant rope length 
controllers: (a) displacement velocity, (b) sway angle, (c) angular 
velocity and (d) applied force. 
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5. 7 Discussions 
5.7.1 The case of a constant rope length: X-direction 
Figure 5-l 0 shows that the ANFIS trained controller achieved a satisfactorily rise-
time and steady state position {r,,) for the X-direction. As expected, initially the 
controller applied a large positive force to move the load, then reversed the force 
applied as it was about to reach the target position. 
Table 5-1 shows that the ANFIS performed as good as the fixed system. The rise time 
(I,) and the settling time ( IJ for both systems are almost identical for the range of 
5m to -Sm. For the responses outside of this range, the ANFIS show an 
approximately 5 seconds time lag compared to the fixed fuzzy. The graph of the 
controller responses comparing the fixed fuzzy and the ANFIS are shown in Figure 5-
14. Note that for some set points (i.e -!Om), there is a slight o!Tset which is due to the 
non-linearity from the model characteristics. 
Fixed ANFIS 
Set Point (m) I, (s) t, (s) I, (s) t, (s) 
10 20 23 25 30 
8 16 19 20 25 
2 15 17 15 17 
-I 16 20 16 20 
-5 10 12 15 17 
-10 20 25 25 30 
Table 5-l: Comparison between Fixed and ANFIS for X-direction. 
Note 
I. Rise time, I, is the time required for the response to rise from 5% to 95% of 
the final target value. 
2. Settling time, t, is the time required for the response to reach and stay within 
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45 50 
Figure 5-14: Controller responses for the Fixed and the ANFIS for X-direction. 
5. 7.2 The case of a constant rope length: Y -direction 
However for theY-direction (Figure 5-11), using the grid partitioning algorithm, the 
crane effective range was found to be between -4m to +3m. Thus, the subtractive 
clustering technique is used to generate another fuzzy inference system . From Figure 
5-12, it produce a much better output than the grid partitioning. For the subtractive 
clustering, 3 fuzzy rules were generated. 
Table 5-2 also shows that the ANFIS performed as good as the fixed system. The rise 
time (t,) and the settling time (t,) for both systems are almost identical in the mid-
range of 3m to -3m. For the responses outside of this range, the ANFIS show an 
approximately 10 seconds time lag compared to the fixed fuzzy. The graph of the 
controller responses comparing the fixed fuzzy and the ANFIS are shown in Figure 5-
14. 
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Fixed ANFIS 
Set Point (m) t, (s) t, (s) t, (s) t, (s) 
5 16 30 29 38 
3 27 36 27 36 
1 25 35 25 35 
-2 28 33 28 33 
-4 30 35 30 17 
-5 19 30 32 40 
Table 5-2: Comparison between Fixed and ANFIS for Y-direction. 
6 n. ____ -~-~----,----I 
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Figure 5-15: Controller responses for the Fixed and the ANFIS(subtractive 
clustering) for Y- direction. 
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5. 7.3 Training data clustering analysis 
Although the performances of the controllers are very satisfactory (they managed to 
reach the target and control the sway in less than 0.5 minutes), the training data are 
unable to excite the whole possible crane dynamics, especially for three inputs 
system. Analysing the surface view of the X-controller, in Figure 5-S(a), we could 
observe that at the corner of x, = !Om and iJx = -20 deg./sec., the surface is sloping 
downwards rather than sloping upwards, as in the case of fixed fuzzy system. This is 
due to the fact that the training data did not excite this particular region enough. The 
clustering distribution analysis for the controller is shown in Figure 5-16, which 
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Figure 5-16: Training data (X-motion) distribution (a) displacement error vs. 
applied force, (b) angular velocity vs. applied force, (c) displacement 
velocity vs. applied force, and (d) displacement error vs. displacement 
velocity. 
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The surface view relating to the Y -direction controller is shown in Figure 5-S(b) 
which produced several distorted corners. Thus, it effected the performance of the 
controller at set points of -5m and +5m as shown in Figure 5-11. Comparing this 
surface with that generated by subtractive clustering (Figure 5-9), this surface is much 
smoother which easily translated into a better controller performance. The clustering 
distribution analysis, shown in Figure 5-17, indicates that the data are not evenly 
distributed in all of the input space dimensions. Several attempts to excite all possible 
dynamics while achieving position and sway control, were not successful Several 
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Figure 5-17: Training data (Y -motion) distribution (a) displacement error vs. 
applied force, (b) angular velocity vs. applied force, (c) displacement 
velocity vs. applied force, and (d) displacement error vs. displacement 
velocity. 
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSIONS 
The three-dimensional overhead crane is modelled such that the dynamic model 
describes the simultaneous travelling, traversing, and hoisting motions which result in 
a load swing. Constant rope length and variable rope length non-linear models are 
developed to emulate actual industrial practice. Ho [8] has linearised the dynamic 
model by assuming that the maximum acceleration of overhead crane is much smaller 
than the gravitational acceleration and the rope length is kept constant or slowly 
varying while the crane is in motion. However, for this project, the mathematical 
dynamic model is not linearised to ensure that the designed controller would be able 
to operate over a wide range of conditions due to sudden disturbances such as wind 
gust or large set point change. 
In Chapter 3, open loop impulse tests were carried out to validate the model. Both 
models exhibited the expected dynamic motions in terms of displacement and sway 
angle. In open loop, by applying an impulse force to the crane system, it will cause 
the overhead crane to accelerate and then decelerate. The final position will depend on 
the amount of force exerted on the system At the same time, it will initially cause the 
load to experience maximum sway angle and then slowly damping the sway motion. 
Since there is no feedback control, it will continue to oscillate until loses all the 
potential and kinetic energy. 
A Fixed Fuzzy Logic Controller was implemented to control the load swing as well as 
to control the crossbeam position and the trolley position. This is done for the 
practical case of simultaneous travelling, traversing and hoisting motions. There were 
five MFs assigned to each controller input so that the overhead crane dynamics can be 
described adequately. Gaussian-type MFs were chosen due to their smoothness and 
steeper transitions as well as better variance control. 
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For the constant rope length case, a fuzzy controller design with three inputs 
(displacement error, angular velocity and displacement velocity) was adopted. 
Previous experiments carried out by Zissis [9] had shown that it has produced the best 
results. Figure 4-4 shows that it achieved satisfactorily results for both the X and Y 
directions, simulated under the new mathematical dynamic modeL 
For the variable rope length case, a new fuzzy controller for rope length control was 
implemented. Simulation results in Figure 4-7 have shown that the fuzzy controller 
with two inputs (I, and i) was capable of reaching the rope length target successfully. 
It also shows that in the case of a varying rope length while in motion, it do not 
impose much impact on the sway angle and displacement positioning. 
Generally, the implementation of a tuzzy controller for both cases required lengthy 
trial and error tuning experiment. The gain input factors were adjusted heuristically to 
achieve the best performance. Thus, this lead to the ANFIS system which is based on 
the neuro fuzzy system to select and tune the parameters automatically. 
Due to unavailability of any actual crane data, the data generated in Chapter 4 were 
used for training and validation of ANFIS. In order to mimic the actions of the expert 
human operator, set points relating to the X and Y motions were varied randomly for 
one data set. For each set point change, the parameters were tuned to obtain the 
optimum performance. Simulation results in Subsection 5.6.3 have shown that the 
ANFIS based controller achieved satisfactorily results. 
In applying ANFIS to crane control, two factors were considered. These were the 
number of data points available for training and the methods for the generation of the 
fuzzy inference system needed for evaluation. For a three-input data fitting for the X 
and Y motions control, a minimum of 1000 ( I 03 ) data points were required to get 
approximately a similar performance as the one obtained using the fixed fuzzy 
system. For a problem with three inputs, the grid partitioning led to at least I 08 linear 
parameters based on the first-order Sugeno fuzzy modeL This implied that many 
parameters were required, and the resultant model may be not reliable due to poor 
input data distributions or insufficient data availability 
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Another factor was the computational requirement to train the ANFIS controller. 
Although five MFs were assigned to each controller input for the fixed fuzzy system, 
three MFs were selected for the ANFIS controller. For five MFs, it would have 
required to fit 500 linear parameters and 125 fuzzy rules [ 17]. This would have been 
computationally intensive and ineffective. Furthermore after the initial attempts with 
20 epochs which produced minimal improvements, three MFs were deemed most 
appropriate. 
For the FIS generation, initial attempt to use grid partitioning did not g1ve a 
satisfactory performance for the Y-direction controller. This was resolved by using 
the subtractive clustering method. Although Jang [17] reported that the ANFIS was 
very good at interpolation when data are abundant, an even distribution of data in all 
inputs space dimensions are also important A clustering analysis showed that poor 
inputs data distribution would not give a good training and validation data. Though 
the intention was to cover the whole possible crane dynamics, for a close loop 
feedback control system, it is very difficult to generate all possible crane dynamics. 
Thus, for the higher input space dimension as the case for the X and Y motions, it is 
very difficult to excite the required dynamics This is further complicated by trying to 
tune the system for a position accuracy and sway control. 
Another problem with a neuro fuzzy system is overfitting. Though Jang [ 17] 
recommended that to divide the data set into training and validation sets, the quality 
of data is also important Poor distribution of input data will not carry out reliable 
validation. Figures 5-8 and 5-9 showed that there were distorted surfaces toward the 
corners. This is an apparently unvalid result i.e. for the right hand side corner which 
imply higher positive displacement error, x, and negative angular velocity, ex would 
require negative applied force to the overhead crane. Therefore, it is advisable to 
understand the data and qualify the scope of their validity before interpretating any 
ANFIS output. 
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Generally the ANFIS controller offers a robust and adaptive scheme for the overhead 
crane system. The MFs established by using grid partitioning or subtractive clustering 
were then adjusted using hybrid learning algorithm to optimise the controller 
performance Figures 0-1,0-2 and 0-3 in Appendix 0 show the effect of training to 
the MFs. Figures E-1 and E-2 show the adaptability of the ANFIS controller to meet 
the various set points target. These are performed without the need to adjust any input 
gain factors as for the case of the fixed fuzzy system. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
A non-linear dynamic model of a three-dimensional overhead crane has been derived 
based on two-degrees-of freedom swing angle definition. Simulation results using 
open loop impulse tests demonstrated the validity of the model. 
A new fixed fuzzy logic controller was developed and tested on the non-linear model 
for a constant rope length and a variable rope length. Simulation results showed 
accurate position control and effective anti-sway control. The time taken to move a 
load efficiently was improved tremendously. However, the system is effective for 
specific operational parameters only. 
Difficulties in tuning the tixed fuzzy system led to the use of ANFIS. The learning 
capabilities of the system allow the new fuzzy system to operate over wider 
operational requirements Simulation results have shown that ANFIS can emulate the 
fixed fuzzy system. However, the new adaptive system need to be qualitied on the 
scope of validity It very much depends on the quality of training data employed to 
train the new fuzzy inference system 
As far as the future work in this direction is concerned, the current model uses a 
single-cable model, it is recommended that the model to be extended to a multi-cable 
system. Thus the application can be extended to a container crane or a shipyard crane. 
It is also recommended that actual data from a physical overhead crane or a prototype 
crane model are used to collect a wide range of dynamic responses. Such data would 
be very valuable, as it can be used to test ANFIS as far as the effectiveness of learning 
the behaviour of an expert operator is concerned. As such, the input data distribution 
would be widely spread out throughout the input space dimension. This would be an 
advantage for the implementation of an on-line learning system. 
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Another approach to imprecise training data is to use neuro-fuzzy combined with 
reinforcement learning for solving multiobjective control problems. Lin and Chung 
[ 18] have reported successful results based on computer simulation. 
Although the three-input controller is found to be the best strategy, splitting it into 
two separate controllers with two-input would be an option to reduce the computation 
requirement for ANFIS training In terms of industrial implementation, the use of a 
distributed fuzzy controller would be an attractive option as less hardware 
performance is required. It will also simplify the implementation of a real time control 
strategy. 
Currently the ANFIS toolbox utilised the FCM or subtractive clustering based 
algorithm for establishing the effective number of fuzzy rules. Other clustering 
mechanisms that would be able to solve multicriteria clustering problem can be an 
attractive option to improve the performance. Last but not least, other methods of 
tuning the fuzzy controller such as Genetic Algorithms based neuro fuzzy and Self-
Organising Fuzzy Logic Control (SOFLC) are worth exploring to enhance the 
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Appendix 
APPENDIX A: Details relating to the Fixed Fuzzy Controller 
Details of the three-input fuzzy controller flc.fi s and flcl.fis are shown below: 
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Figure A-1: Block diagram of flc.fis and flcl.fis controller. 
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Figure A-2: Membership Function for the fuzzy controller inputs (xe, thxdot,xdot) 
and output (Fx). 
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Figure A-3: Membership Function for the fuzzy controller inputs (ye, thydot,ydot) 
and output (Fy). 
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Figure A-4: Block Diagram and Membership Function for the fuzzy controller 
inputs (Le, Ldot) and output (Fh). 
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APPENDIXB: Details relating to the ANFIS Controller: ( Case 1 ) 
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Figure B-1 : Block Diagram and Membership Function for the fuzzy controller 
inputs (Xe, Thxdot, Xdot) and output (Fx). 
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Figure B-2: Block Diagram and Membership Function for the fuzzy controller 
inputs (Ye, Thydot, Ydot) and output (Fy). 
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APPENDIX C: Details relating to the ANFIS Controller: (Case 2) 
Details of the ANFIS trained controller using subtractive clustering: 
~ .9- 1 in1 mf2- intmf1 in1 mf3 .J::. !/) ...... 
Ye(3) ~ 0.8 
B E [ZS} ~ 0.6 Thydot (3) 0 0.4 Q) 
[8g Fy (3) ~ 0.2 (sugeno) C) Q) 0 
Ydot (3) Cl 3 rules 
-10 -5 0 5 10 
System An-Fyc: 3 Inputs, 1 outputs, 3 rules Ye 
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in3mf1 Ol C) Q) 
0 
Q) 
0 ..._ Cl Cl 
-10 -5 0 5 10 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 
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Figure C-1: Block Diagram and Membership Function for the fuzzy controller 
inputs (Ye, Thydot, Ydot) and output (Fy). 
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APPENDIX D: Details relating to the ANFIS Controller: 
PlotofMFs 
Plots of MFs before and after ANFIS are shown in Figure D-1 , Figure D-2 and Figure 
D-3. 
Figure D-1 shows the effect of training for ANFIS controller An-Fx.fis . 
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Figure D-1: Membership Function for An-Fx.fis controller before and after 
training. 
Note: Left Hand Side show MFs before training. 
Right Hand Side show MFs after training (10 Epochs). 
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Figure D-2 shows the effect of training for ANFIS controller An-Fy.fis . 
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Figure D-2: Membership Function for An-Fy.fis controller before and after 
training. 
Note : Left Hand Side show MFs before training. 
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Figure D-3: Membership Function for An-Fyc.fis controller before and after 
training. 
Note : Left Hand Side show MFs before training. 
Right Hand Side show MFs after training (10 Epochs). 
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APPENDIXE: Details relating to the ANFIS Controller : 
Controller responses 
Case 1: ( FIS: grid partitioning and training: hybrid ) 
The closed loop responses for the controller for the X-target are shown in Figures E-l. 
10 sp = +9.5 
sp = +7.25 
sp = +3.75 
sp = -2.4 
-5 
sp = -6.7 
-10 ' --
sp = -9.9 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
lime (seconds) 
Figure E-1: Closed loop response for the X-direction using ANFIS with grid partitioning. 
Case 2: ( FIS: subtractive clustering and training: hybrid ) 
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Figure E-2: Closed loop response for theY -direction using ANFIS with subtractive clustering. 
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